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Thank you for your interest in our services! It would be great to be a
part of your wedding party!

We offer bespoke wedding services, tailored to your specific needs. We
only take on a limited number of events to ensure that our full
commitment, time and energy can be spent on yours.

Below is an overview of the things we can do to make your wedding the
best ever. Just browse the pages and let us know what services you
would like to discuss further.

Let's celebrate!

The MOOOV team



All Day Wedding Service
Dinner & Dance

Open Bar / Dance Party
Pool Party

Musicians & DJ
Singers / Vocalists

Live Bands

Smoke & Haze
Bubbles

Cold Sparkles
CO2 Guns

Dance Floors
Spotlights
Uplights

Superstar DJs
Silent Disco

Stage & Lighting
Streaming Video

Your Wedding Day Journey
HowWe MOOOV

Pricing

Click on an item to jump directly to the page



5DANCE PARTY
Your first dance as husband and
wife. And then all go loose! Party
time!

DINNER
Delicious food is served and
music and speeches sound cristal
clear. Great atmosphere.

DRINKS RECEPTION

It's time to relax and socialize
with live music or curated tunes.
Let the good vibes flow!

CEREMONY
The official part of the day.
Beautiful words are spoken,
suitable music is played.

WELCOME
Welcome your guests with a
refreshment and background
music or live musicians.



Everything covered from ceremony till the very last dance... Your
guarantee that all music, sound and speeches will flow flawlessly
throughout the day.

Full coordination of background music, microphone management and
of course an amazing dance party!

Up to 4 individual speaker set ups and a total of 10 service hours.

From € 2.500,-

Wedding DJ Services



A popular combination where music and speeches are perfectly
coordinated and the DJ creates a beautiful transition between the two
parts, ensuring that everyone is excited to start the dance party.

Tip: Ask about our unique and fun way to get your guests up from the
tables and onto the dance floor!

From € 2.000,-

Wedding DJ Services



Finally it's party time! Get rid of the ties and high heels! Let's go wild!

Together we discussed the kind of music you would like to play, so your
DJ has prepared a set that is sure to cheer up your guests and keep the
dance floor full.

Our iconic DJ show and the breathtaking lighting effects will all
contribute to a fantastic party.

From € 1.650,-

Wedding DJ Services



Hosting a pool party at your venue or rental villa is a fantastic way to
extend the celebration over multiple days. Whether you use it as a
prelude to the wedding or as an afterparty to cap off the festivities, a
pool party is a fun and memorable way to bring people together.

Take advantage of the warm weather and beautiful surroundings to
create an intimate and relaxed atmosphere for you and your guests to
enjoy.

From € 800,-

Wedding DJ Services



We offer a solid DJ / sax / female singer fusion that you might be
interested in.

The combination of a DJ and one or more live musicians is a popular
option. And all for the right reasons. You’ll have the continuity and
versatility of a party DJ, enhanced by the energy of a live musician.

You can choose any combination from a variety of singers,
saxophonists, electric violinists, guitarists, percussionists, etc...

From € 2.000,-

Live Music



From classical jazz to contemporary pop, everything is possible with our
selection of the best vocal artists on the coast.

It goes without saying that a singer is a surefire way to amplify the
party atmosphere. Whether it's for the ceremony, during drinks or
dinner, or singing along with the DJ during the dance party.

From € 650,-

Live Music



Nothing beats the energy of a good live band. At weddings, bands are
often booked to play for a few hours after dinner, after which the DJ
takes over.

We help you find the band that suits your style. We facilitate stage,
lights and quality sound.

From € 2.500,-

Live Music



Smoke and haze effects can add excitement and sophistication to your
event, enhancing the lighting and creating a club-like atmosphere.
These effects are especially effective outdoors, where they can define
the dance floor and add intimacy to the atmosphere.

We offer a range of options to choose from, so you can customize the
ambiance of your event.

From € 120,-

Energy Boosters



Soap bubbles are a playful and fun addition to any dance floor or
dinner entrance. Our bubble machines can take the experience to the
next level by filling the bubbles with smoke for a truly impressive and
unique effect.

Whether you want to add some whimsy to your event or create a more
elegant atmosphere, soap bubbles are a versatile and memorable
choice.

From € 120,-

Energy Boosters



For a truly breathtaking and elegant addition to your first dance or
grand entrance, consider using cold sparkles. These sparkling effects
are sure to add a touch of glamour and sophistication to your event,
leaving a lasting impression on your guests.

From € 375,-

Energy Boosters



Looking to add some excitement and energy to your party? CO2 guns
are a fun and impressive way to liven up the atmosphere and wow your
guests. These powerful devices are sure to be a hit and help create a
memorable and thrilling experience for everyone.

From € 450,-

Energy Boosters



Whether you like a modern LED dance floor, a twinckling starlight
dance floor or a rustic wooden dance floor, it’s all possible in many
different sizes to fit your party.

A dance floor is the hotspot of the party. Its where all the action is. It’s
where you will dance your first dance as a married couple...

From € 1.200,-

Mood Enhancements



To make the wedding cake cutting ceremony memorable and well-
documented, it is important to highlight the cake with spotlights or
pinlights. These lights can also be used to add ambiance to the head
table during dinner.

By illuminating the important elements of the event, you can create a
festive and romantic atmosphere for your guests.

From € 250,-

Mood Enhancements



Atmospheric lighting is one of the most important ways to enhance the
mood. We call it ‘lightscaping’. Uplights and washlights accentuate
architectural elements as well as the beautiful natural elements of your
venue.

The lights can have a static colour, maching your theme, or can be
dynamic to add energy to the party.

From € 200,-

Mood Enhancements



MOOOV's DJ ALEX has earned his stripes performing at over 1000
weddings in his 20+ year career.

But if you like having your own superstar DJ at your wedding, you can
too!

We host renowned DJs from the UK and around the world. Who’s your
superstar DJ?

Special Services



Offering a Silent Disco to your guests for the last part of the night not
only adds to the experience, but also allows you to party as long as you
want.

Dancing with wireless headphones is becoming increasingly popular
and offers a fun and immersive way to party together. And it’s a great
way to deal with Spanish noise restrictions.

From € 10,- per headset

Special Services



We offer stages in all sizes and truss constructions with lighting fixtures
in many different variants; from a single top bar, to a square around
the dance floor, to a full stage for bands and DJs.

A stage and lighting structure give musicians, artists, DJs and bands
the best place to perform for a large audience. Not only are the
performers highly visible, but the professionally controlled effect lights
will dramatically increase the energy.

From € 1.200,-

Special Services



How cool would it be to offer your friends and family unable to attend
your Andalusian wedding, a live video recording of your ceremony, the
speeches, the cutting of the cake, the first dance or any other special
moment of your celebration, at home on television or computer?

With current technology this is now possible. It's a unique way to
include your loved ones elsewhere in the world in your wedding!

From: € 750,-

Special Services



6WE CELEBRATE!
The big day has arrived! We’re
ready to celebrate your wedding!

5FINALMEETINGS
If needed, we meet up in the final
run-up to the day to discuss minor
details or last-minute changes.

4PLANNING
All is now decided and the music
requests are in. Time to finalize
the planning.

3CREATIVE SESSIONS
We have a brainstorm session on
how we can creatively enhance
the party.

2SECURE THE DATE
The booking contract is signed
and a deposit is paid. Your date is
now secured.

1INITIAL CONSULTATION
We meet (online) to discuss your
vision and send a quote based on
the outcome.



Our services are always tailored to the unique vision of our customers.
We therefore do not use price lists, but first discuss your ideas and look
at the options and possibilities of the venue to arrive at the best
possible set-up for your individual wedding.

Based on this, we prepare a bespoke offer.

In order to give you our full commitment, energy and time, we limit the
number of events we take on.

Our prices start from € 2500,- euro per event. This can of course be
spend as it best suits your wedding.

You don’t just book a DJ. With MOOOV Event Serices you have a
dedicated partner to coordinate all your music entertainment and
lighting productions, so you can celebrate a fabulous, worry-free
wedding day in beautiful Andalusia!
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